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FILIA Center is a feminist organization that makes women's voices
heard, through direct work in communities and advocacy, activism

and awareness, studies and analysis activities.
 

We want a solidary society in which the diverse rights and needs of women
are respected and which offers equal opportunities to all people.
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6.357 beneficiaries within the carried-out projects

Over 20.000 km traveled in our work with young people and women in vulnerable
communities

6 published studies, including the first Barometer on gender violence published in
Romania in the last 20 years

15 projects carried out in the field of equality, women's health and prevention of
combating gender-based violence

150 delivered packages with hygiene products, food and clothes

1 truck of two tons with first-hand supplies sent to Ukraine

1 national campaign regarding violence against women

11 contributions to public policies and initiatives to monitor legislation

4 complaints sent to the National Council for Combating Discrimination and to the
Prosecutor's Office

Over 4.7 million reach on social media and over 74 thousand followers in our
online community

Over 400 appearances in the media through which we had positions on women's
health, safety and through which we sanctioned the sexist speech in the public space

115 courses, trainings and workshops on safety and health of women and girls
1 parliamentary group on women's rights

Two facilities related to violence and safe access to abortion.

YEAR 2022 IN FIGURES:
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



YEAR 2022 IN WORDS
 
 
 Beyond numbers, 2022 was a challenging year, but at the same time it

was full of satisfaction. Starting with the invasion of Ukraine, we always had
to be on alert, rethink and adapt our activity so as to include refugee women in
our advocacy and information activities. We had a partnership with two
organizations from Ukraine, “Way Home” and “Women’s Center”, with which
we sent first-aid packages and helped relocate to Romania or transit the
country for refugees. Together with the “Anais Association” and the
“Independent Midwives Association” and with the support of “Code4Romania”,
we have developed a platform that contains answers about health, safety and
social and education services for refugees.

We have grown our team and along that our visibility and impact. We have
published the first nationally representative research on gender-based violence
in 20 years. We have set up the first informal group in Parliament for the rights
of women and girls with representatives from all parliamentary parties. We
continued working in communities, where we have organized workshops on
women's health and safety, but also on active citizenship. We organized
trainings for local and county authorities, students, employees of different
companies and activists.

We constantly monitored both the activity of public institutions and politicians,
as well as the statements of public figures and sexist advertising campaigns and
we sanctioned them.

We traveled from the United States to the Republic of Moldova to learn from
the work of our colleagues and to present the situation in Romania. We have
succeeded in all this with the help of funders, sponsors, donors and
the FILIA community. And for that, we are deeply grateful.
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Community work
Ensuring women's access to quality health services
Increasing the civic involvement of women and young people in the
community
Developing an environment without violence for women and girls in the
community

Improving the legislative framework on reproductive health and sexual
rights
Efficient implementation and improvement of public policies to prevent
and combat violence against women and girls
Improving the legislative framework on work-life balance

Increasing public awareness and information on violence against women
and girls
Increasing public awareness and information on issues related to
reproductive health and sexual rights
Empowering public actors on women's rights

Facilitating access for the general public to information about areas of
interest of the organization
Substantiation of public policies in areas of interest of the organization

PRIORITY AREAS OF ACTION AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

1.

   2. Advocacy

   3. Activism and awareness

   4. Studies and analyses
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ACCESS - Advocacy, Capacity, Strengthening for Equality

in Health and Safety

In the last two years, we have worked with women from 6 rural

communities in Argeș (Valea Mare Pravăț, Aninoasa and Bughea de

Jos ) and Ialomita ( Borănești, Ion Roata and Munteni-Buzău ). In

2022 we set out to come up with real and applicable solutions to

improve the intervention of local and county authorities in the field

of women's safety and health, by building a system of collaboration

between authorities and developing examples of good practice

that can be replicated at national level.

We organized 4 round tables during which we discussed access to

contraceptive services, pregnancy monitoring and access to

screening services, as well as issues related to the intervention and

roles of services in the field of domestic violence.

6

IMPLEMENTED PROJECTS
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Starting from the experiences shared by over 500 women from the

6 communities we’ve met with and from the obstacles signaled by

local and county authorities, we developed 2 methodologies: one

on access to contraception, pregnancy monitoring and screening

services and one on the coordinated intervention of professionals in

cases of domestic violence. Then, we organized a training in order

to apply locally the 2 methodologies attended by people from

DGASPC, IPJ, DSP, representatives of town halls.

Subsequently, we carried out a watchdog campaign whose main

purpose was to monitor the implementation of the methodologies

created. In this regard, we organized field visits (both locally and

at county level) and discussions in communities. We organized a

training for activists on community organization and gender

mainstreaming approach attended by 15 people.
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„Together for women's safety!” – multidimensional

intervention project against gender-based violence

Coordinated by “FILIA” and developed together with the “Anais

Association”, the “E-Romnja Association”, the “Front Association”

and the “Transcena Association.” The project aimed at

multidimensional intervention to prevent and combat gender-based

violence. Throughout the project we engaged together with the

VIF Network in actions of local and central advocacy, in actions of

awareness, monitoring, empowerment and work in communities,

but also research and activism.

The network filed a petition with the CNCD requesting that the

degrading and discriminatory nature of virginity tests carried out in

forensic units in the country be found, and also seven administrative

complaints against several local authorities regarding the lack of

services for victims of domestic violence. We developed advocacy

groups in six counties and submitted memoirs to DGASPC and the

County Councils requesting the financing of services to prevent and

combat domestic violence.
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Within the project, we’ve carried out a campaign for women's safety

dedicated to the general public. We published the petition “We are

tired of empty words, we want social services!”, through which we

asked for the financing of prevention programs and adequate services

for VDG survivors.

The March for Women's Safety took place in Bucharest and six other

cities under the slogan “We are tired of empty words, we want social

services!”. This was also the largest and most visible march against

gender-based violence ever organized in Romania, with over 6,000

participants across the country.

On November 25, we launched the fundraising and awareness

campaign “Some laundry should be washed in public”, showing that

violence against women is not a private matter between the victim

and the aggressor, but it is „dirty laundry” which we must wash

throughout society: couples, family, friends, witnesses, institutions.
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TRUST: Young People Responsible for Safe and Fair

Universities

In 2022 we started the project "TRUST: Young People Responsible

for Safe and Fair Universities" in partnership with “ANOSR” and

“Pitesti University”. We set out to meet the needs of students through

information, training and advocacy. We conducted an online

campaign aimed at raising public awareness of terms such as gender

discrimination and sexual harassment.
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We conducted the largest study on sexual harassment in Romanian

universities: we analyzed 85 codes of ethics of public and private

universities and the statistical situation of cases registered in the last

5 years.



The study was launched during a round table attended by 33

relevant actors to whom we’ve presented the recommendations to

universities.

We held 5 information and awareness sessions on sexual harassment

and the responsibilities of governing bodies at university level with

over 100 students from across the country. We formed the

“University Safety Network” and created “The Allied map”. We met

with 468 students from 12 high schools in Buzău, Giurgiu and Călărași

counties to discuss sexual harassment. We also moderate the Voice

Against Student Discrimination initiative group, at the University of

Bucharest that carries out awareness and advocacy activities on the

subject of sexual harassment.

1 1#WEMAKEWOMENSVOICESHEARD

https://centrulfilia.ro/new/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Raport-cercetare-Hartuirea-sexuala-in-universitati-RO.pdf


VioGen – RoJust

This project was coordinated by the “National Agency for Equal

Opportunities between Women and Men” in partnership with the

“FILIA Center”, “The Anais Association”, “The Transcena Association”

and “The Grado Association”.

The FILIA Center coordinates the awareness campaign on the

subject of gender violence, campaign called “We are all

responsible”. Within it, we have made radio-TV spots, offline

displays, social media posts, as well as an education subpage

based on a series of “case study” - 3 situations of gender violence

and the roles that relatives play and witnesses to spread or stop the

violence. 

At the same time, regarding the advocacy activity, we have

monitored and documented the existing gender prejudices by

analyzing some motivations of the courts in cases of gender

violence. We have contributed to the development of a tool for

monitoring potential cases of discrimination in victims of gender-

based violence's access to justice.
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Screening for Cervical Cancer and Early Treatment –

SCCUT

This project was coordinated by the “National Institute for Mother

and Child Health” in partnership with the “FILIA Center”, the

“Sastipen Association” and the “Renaissance Association”. 

“FILIA” made 49 trips to localities in Southern Muntenia. We

accompanied the mobile unit and informed about the importance

of medical insurance, the importance of preventing cervical

cancer, methods by which they can prevent its occurrence or its

aggravation. Individual discussions took place with women in the

target group to identify reasons for not being medically insured or

to inform them of the need and importance of the acquisition

and/or maintaining the status of medical insurance and identifying

the best approach for each of them.

The FILIA team accompanied to the Polizu Maternity 18 uninsured

women who were positively identified in HPV. We facilitated the

dialogue between them and the medical staff, we offered both

emotional support and support in identifying the methods by which

they can acquire the status of medical insured.
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Stand UP against street harassment!

In 2022 we joined the "Stand Up against Street Harassment"

campaign supported by L’Oreal and Right to Be. The launch event

took place on November 1 at Băneasa Railway Station where we

held a demonstration training. 

Stand Up is a program created to prevent street harassment, a

training designed to educate witnesses to recognize an act of

harassment and to react. At the base of the training is the

methodology of the 5D (distraction, delegation, documentation,

after harassment and direct intervention), an intervention strategy

developed by “Right to be” both for people who are witnesses to

street harassment and for people facing street harassment.
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During November-December, we organized 38 trainings with the

participation of 2252 young women and men from high schools and

universities. In order to increase the degree of information and

awareness on the subject, we had 4 televised appearances on

Vorbește Lumea, La Măruță, Teo Show and Neatza cu Răzvan și

Dani where we talked about what it is and how we can combat

street harassme Răzvan and Dani where we talked about what it is

and how we can combat street harassment.
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Abuse is not love! 

We started collaborating with YSL Beauty within the program

Abuse is not love! The program debuted internationally 3 years ago

and was focused on educational trainings based on the 9 signs of

intimate violence. In 2022, we had trainings with YSL Beauty's

internal team on domestic violence.



Support for refugees from Ukraine

Since the first months after the start of the war, we have been

involved in supporting Ukrainian refugees in Romania. In March we

started a fundraising campaign in the form of an auction - several

artists, craftsmen and people in our community donated items, and

the funds were redirected to two organizations in Odesa and Kyiv.

In April, we sent two tons of essential products to Ukraine, with the

support of ERIKS.
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Later, through donations, but also with support from OXFAM (May-

August 2022) and the Center for Reproductive Rights (October-

December 2022), we managed to support more than 260 women

and children with basic food & hygiene products, shelter, access to

reproductive health services, information on services for survivors

of gender-based violence, and services and products specific to

children and babies. We contributed to research on the issues and

needs of refugees in four countries, with a focus on SRH, GBV and

the obstacles faced by civil society organizations.

 

With the help of CODE4ROMANIA we built an online platform to

support refugees - https://womencenter.info/ro. Following the

requests received from the platform, we intervened with solutions

in over 60 cases.
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“Knowledge is Power!” - Research and advocacy for

improvement of gender violence policy

The project was implemented with the support of the Embassy of

the Federal Republic of Germany and contributed to strengthening

advocacy activities in the field of women's and girls' rights, as well

as increasing the level of knowledge regarding perceptions and

attitudes regarding gender-based violence.

As part of the project, we analyzed the public statements and

parliamentary activity of all senators and deputies to identify allies

on the promotion of women's rights and gender equality, and we

had discussions with 44 deputies and senators on the health and

safety of women and girls. We established the first informal Group

for Women's Rights at Parliament level, which includes 30 deputies

and senators from PSD, PNL, USR, Reper and UDMR.
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We have centralized and analyzed statistical data at the

prosecutor's office level in 2021 regarding some crimes against

sexual freedom and integrity with minor victims (link here), as well

as statistical data regarding minor mothers registered in 2021 (link

here).

 

We published the Gender Violence Barometer. Romania 2022:

representations, perceptions and we launched the research results

in a conference attended by over 80 representatives of the

Parliament, Government, Embassies, civil society and the academic

environment.
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GOALSCORE: Fighting domestic violence through football

The project is implemented by the Malta Football Association,

together with two other national football associations: the

Romanian Football Federation and the Portuguese Football

Federation and 3 other associations dealing with gender violence

and promoting gender equality: FILIA Centre, Malta Women's

Lobby (Malta) and APAV - Portuguese Association for Victim

Support (Portugal).

The project aims to combat violence against women, raise

awareness and promote institutional support for gender equality

through football. Together with partners we aim to create and

implement a methodology for football coaches that will allow

them to define and identify abusive, coercive and disrespectful

behavior towards female athletes.

In 2022, the project's activities focused on the development of

research on 1) the knowledge and attitudes of trainers regarding

gender-based violence and 2) the identification of good practices

regarding combating violence against women

https://projectgoalscore.com/
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PROGRES: Promoting Gender Equality in Sports 

Coordinated by the Maltese Football Association, in partnership

with the Norwegian Football Federation, the North Macedonian

Football Federation, FILIA Centre, TREK Development and the

University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, it aims to improve

women's access to decision-making positions in sports. We have

launched a study that looks at gender inequality in several

European sports federations, how inequality looks in different

sports, and what actions can be taken to eliminate these

discrepancies. We have created a gender mainstreaming guide for

the management of sports organizations with the aim of providing

information, advice and concrete recommendations to achieve

equality between women and men in the sports sector.
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UP&UP: Upscaling trainers and educators’ competencies

on gender based violence to Upscaling awareness among

young people against violence

The project aims to inform and raise awareness of gender

stereotypes, how they lead to gender violence and the

development of skills to recognize the various forms of violence

and to respond to them in the school environment. Together with

our partners, we have developed a training package dedicated to

teachers, available for free on the www.upanduperasmus.eu

platform, which contains 10 video materials covering various topics:

from the national and European legislative framework regarding

gender-based violence to definitions and forms of violence, the

connection with gender stereotypes and discrimination. 14 teachers

from "Nicolae Bălcescu" Ploiești Secondary School tested the

training package and gave us feedback.
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The women's initiative groups from Valea Seacă and Valea

Mare Pravăț

In 2022, we continued the work with the initiative groups from

Valea Seacă and organized meetings with young people and

women from the villages of Pălămida, Valea Seacă and Cucova. In

our meetings we addressed topics such as: violence against girls

and women, gender roles and women's sexual and reproductive

health.

We provided legal assistance to a family in a court action

challenging maternal filiation. Ionela lived without documents until

she was 35 years old. The first borns, two boys, like their mother,

without documents. In 2010 when she gave birth to a girl, Ionela

used her sister-in-law's report card at the hospital so that her

daughter could have documents. Although the daughter lives with

her family, in the documents she appears as the daughter of the

mother's brothers-in-law. We went with Ionela and her daughter to

the Court, we went to Iași to do the forensic DNA examination. In

August, we obtained the decision of the Bacău Court admitting the

girl's biological parents.
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In December, after 8 years of activity, we decided to leave the

community of Valea Seacă, knowing that the girls and women were

now much more confident, self-assured and that they have gained

enough courage to address the problems they identify.

Ever since may 2021, back when we first started the activities of the

ACCES project, we noticed the bravery and open-mindedness of

the women in Valea Mare Pravăț. In 2022 we decided to lay the

foundations for a civic initiative group: The "Femeile schimbă

destine (Women change destinies)" Group in Gura Pravăț. We

continued holding meetings in order to build confidence among

the group members and to plan actions to tackle the issues

identified inside the community.
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The Network for Prevention and Combating of Violence Against

Women (V.I.F. Network)

V.I.F. Network's first advocacy priority was determining the minimum age for

sexual consent. Thus, we sent two open letters addressed to the members of

the Parliament requesting the approval of the bill. We contributed to drafting

the V.I.F. Network's point of view regarding the Order of Protection Bill

proposed by the Ministry of Justice, and we attended public consultations

concerning the subject. We participated in the meetings of the Crime Victims

Support Group, coordinated by the Ministry of Justice. We took part in

drawing up the Network's contribution to the 4th cycle of UPR. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES
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Reproductive rights

We carried out advocacy, activism and research activities in the field of

reproductive health. On March 8, we had an intervention regarding refugee

women's access to reproductive health care during the protest for Romanian

women’s rights. Moreover, we held several meetings with other organisations

working within the field of reproductive health, as well as with representatives

of the Parliament, SOGR, CMR, OMS.

Together with the Independent Midwives’ Association, we sent an open letter

concerning the reimbursement for abortions on-demand, especially for

certain sectors of vulnerable women. The letter was signed by over 240

international and national organisations.
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Also together with IMA, we created an interactive installation which explored

the journey and obstacles that women in Romania faced (during the 770

Decree period) and continue to face when accessing on-demand abortion

procedures. The installation was completed by over 70 members of the

Parliament, ambassadors, MEPs, representatives of the central public

administration, health experts, journalists, and representatives of civil society.

In 2022 we continued to offer support to people who had contacted us after

not being able to access on-demand abortion services, and we continued to

raise awareness about the issue via social media platforms. To the process of

spreading awareness also contributed dozens of our media appearances

about the access to safe abortion services.

Collaboration with the public institutions and Embassies of

Bucharest

This year, FILIA representatives participated in several conferences and round

table discussions on the topic of prevention and combating of violence

against women, access to reproductive health care, and gender equality,

among which we mention: the International Conference on women’s

representation in politics, organised by the Romanian Senate, under the

patronage of the Romanian President. Furthermore, we took part in multiple

meetings with experts, politicians, and representatives of the Embassies of the

United States of America and the Federal Republic of Germany. We have

received the award for the entire activity of the organisation at Gala Binelui,

organised by the Ministry of Family, Youth and Equal Opportunities. We held

several events and meetings with the Parties’ women organisations, as well as

with members of the Parliament, on the topic of gender equality.
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We continued collaborating with the National Agency for Equal

Opportunities and we participated in consultations with several decision-

makers (mayors, vice mayors, members of the Parliament, members of the

Government) regarding women’s rights. FILIA Centre was mentioned in the

U.S. Department of State’s Report on Human Rights Practices in Romania.

We took part in the national and regional working groups for assisting refugee

women from Ukraine (coordinated by OMS and UNHCR), focusing on

preventing violence and ensuring access to reproductive health services.

Additionally, we held working meetings with the World Health Organisation

concerning the refugee women's access to abortion procedures and other

reproductive health services. In September 2022 we participated in a

conference organised in Prague, within the “Fragile like a bomb” Festival, on

the topic of Romania’s lack of access to abortion services.
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Other activities

In regard to other activities concerning sexual harassment and gender

discrimination, we participated in an awareness campaign along Fashion Days,

a storytelling event with DOR (Decât o Revistă) and Kaufland Romania, as

well as a live event with TikTok. Moreover, our executive director, Andreea

Rusu, took part in a exchange programme in the United States of America

through the Open World programme, in a planning of feminist activists in

Eastern and Central Europe financed by VOICE and RARE School of

Advocacy, organised by Hertie School. Our colleague, Adela Alexandru,

attended the International Conference on prevention and combating of

domestic violence, second edition, held in Chisinau, organised by the

National Coalition “Viața fără violență (Life without violence).”
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MASS-MEDIA PRESENCE
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OTHER MASS-MEDIA
INTERVENTIONTS

Violence against women:

https://www.dw.com/ro/o-românie-violentă-misogină-conservatoare/a-64076544

https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/social/una-din-patru-romance-este-agresata-fizic-sau-sexual-

de-catre-partener-cazurile-de-violenta-domestica-au-crescut-in-2022.html 

https://romania.europalibera.org/a/romania-misoginism/31950025.html

https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/harta-hartuirii-sexuale-din-invatamant-proiect-jurnalistic-

care-va-documenta-cazuri-din-scolile-si-universitatile-din-romania-4163499 

https://www.rfi.ro/social-149721-romania-departe-de-recomandarile-europene-

domeniul-violentei-asupra-femeilorinterviu

https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/mitingul-impreuna-pentru-siguranta-femeilor-

organizat-in-piata-universitatii-2127081 

https://observatornews.ro/eveniment/femeia-calcata-in-picioare-de-interlopul-fane-

vancica-nu-a-depus-plangere-romania-tara-cu-33000-de-cazuri-de-violenta-domestica-in-

5-luni-486228.html 

https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/actualitate/romania-condamnata-de-cedo-in-cazul-unei-

femei-care-si-a-acuzat-superiorul-de-hartuire-sexuala.html

https://www.rfi.ro/social-147491-cum-distingi-flirtul-de-hartuirea-sexuala-ghid-de-

identificare-de-la-centrul-filia

https://www.euronews.ro/articole/marsul-pentru-siguranta-femeilor-sute-de-persoane-

au-marsaluit-impotriva-violente

Reproductive health and sexual rights:

https://www.rfi.ro/social-150584-restrictionare-acces-avort-violenta-femei-filia

https://www.rfi.ro/social-151397-avortul-la-cerere-tot-mai-greu-de-facut-romania-

indiferenta-statului-refuzul-medicilor 

https://www.dw.com/ro/cât-de-imposibil-e-avortul-în-românia/a-62522438

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2022/jul/22/how-us-dollars-put-

anti-abortion-groups-at-the-heart-of-romanian-healthcare

https://www.romania-insider.com/two-out-three-demand-abortions-romania-private-

system

https://www.dw.com/ro/o-rom%C3%A2nie-violent%C4%83-misogin%C4%83-conservatoare/a-64076544
https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/social/una-din-patru-romance-este-agresata-fizic-sau-sexual-de-catre-partener-cazurile-de-violenta-domestica-au-crescut-in-2022.html
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/romania-misoginism/31950025.html
https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/harta-hartuirii-sexuale-din-invatamant-proiect-jurnalistic-care-va-documenta-cazuri-din-scolile-si-universitatile-din-romania-4163499
https://www.rfi.ro/social-149721-romania-departe-de-recomandarile-europene-domeniul-violentei-asupra-femeilorinterviu
https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/mitingul-impreuna-pentru-siguranta-femeilor-organizat-in-piata-universitatii-2127081
https://observatornews.ro/eveniment/femeia-calcata-in-picioare-de-interlopul-fane-vancica-nu-a-depus-plangere-romania-tara-cu-33000-de-cazuri-de-violenta-domestica-in-5-luni-486228.html
https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/actualitate/romania-condamnata-de-cedo-in-cazul-unei-femei-care-si-a-acuzat-superiorul-de-hartuire-sexuala.html
https://www.rfi.ro/social-147491-cum-distingi-flirtul-de-hartuirea-sexuala-ghid-de-identificare-de-la-centrul-filia
https://www.euronews.ro/articole/marsul-pentru-siguranta-femeilor-sute-de-persoane-au-marsaluit-impotriva-violente
https://www.rfi.ro/social-150584-restrictionare-acces-avort-violenta-femei-filia
https://www.rfi.ro/social-151397-avortul-la-cerere-tot-mai-greu-de-facut-romania-indiferenta-statului-refuzul-medicilor
https://www.dw.com/ro/c%C3%A2t-de-imposibil-e-avortul-%C3%AEn-rom%C3%A2nia/a-62522438
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2022/jul/22/how-us-dollars-put-anti-abortion-groups-at-the-heart-of-romanian-healthcare
https://www.romania-insider.com/two-out-three-demand-abortions-romania-private-system
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https://thewire.in/women/romania-abortion-rights-right-wing-reproductive-rights

https://romania.europalibera.org/a/interviu-10-intrebari-andrada-cilibiu-avort-

romania/32177914.html

https://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-sanatate-25963017-accesul-avort-romania-din-mai-dificil-

avut-situatii-care-victime-ale-unui-viol-fost-refuzate-4-5-spitale-13-judete-raportat-zero-

avorturi-cerere-primele-6-luni-din-2022.htm

http://www.tvr.ro/dreptul-la-avort-dezbatut-in-referendum-la-tvr-1_37080.html

https://pressone.ro/ce-omit-sa-spuna-liderii-politici-si-religiosi-romani-cand-vorbesc-

despre-avort

Other:

https://adevarul.ro/stil-de-viata/body-shamingul-si-standardele-de-frumusete-o-

2181645.html

https://www.fanatik.ro/de-ce-a-luat-george-buhnici-amenda-de-doar-20-000-lei-

explicatiile-cncd-20166434

https://www.romaniatv.net/o-noua-lovitura-pentru-mihai-bendeac-dupa-ce-a-fost-filmat-

beat-cine-l-a-reclamat-la-cncd-si-ce-sanctiuni-risca_6357598.html 

https://thewire.in/women/romania-abortion-rights-right-wing-reproductive-rights
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/interviu-10-intrebari-andrada-cilibiu-avort-romania/32177914.html
https://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-sanatate-25963017-accesul-avort-romania-din-mai-dificil-avut-situatii-care-victime-ale-unui-viol-fost-refuzate-4-5-spitale-13-judete-raportat-zero-avorturi-cerere-primele-6-luni-din-2022.htm
http://www.tvr.ro/dreptul-la-avort-dezbatut-in-referendum-la-tvr-1_37080.html
https://pressone.ro/ce-omit-sa-spuna-liderii-politici-si-religiosi-romani-cand-vorbesc-despre-avort
https://republica.ro/cazul-cumpanasu-si-tinerele-vazute-ca-obiect-in-social-media
https://republica.ro/cazul-cumpanasu-si-tinerele-vazute-ca-obiect-in-social-media
https://republica.ro/cazul-cumpanasu-si-tinerele-vazute-ca-obiect-in-social-media
https://republica.ro/cazul-cumpanasu-si-tinerele-vazute-ca-obiect-in-social-media


Team 

Alexandru Adela

Bahnaru Cristina

Braga Andreea

Calin Lacramioara

Cilibiu Andrada

Ciuculescu Crenguta

Crainov Valeria

Darlau Alexandra

Grad Camelia

Meirosu Victorita

Merelai Daniela

Pantel Miruna

Praz Cristina

Paun Adina

Rusu Andreea

Samoila Elena
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Members 
Alexandru Adela
Amzarescu Andra
Baicu Roya
Baluta Oana
Braga Andreea
Burciu Daniela
Catrina Alexandra
Chempf Alice
Cilibiu Andrada
Ciocioi Andrada
Dabu Adelina
Darlau Alexandra
Dragolea Alina
Leca Alexandra
Miroiu Mihaela
Molocea Andreea
Neaga Diana
Neagu Laura
Necula Simona
Pantel Miruna
Paun Adina
Pirvulescu Cristian
Rusu Andreea
Samoila Elena
Sorescu Irina
Voinea Andreea
Zeru Florin
Zodian Mihai

Board of Directors 

 Necula Simona, president
 Preda Oana, vicepresidint
 Nemes Carmen
 Pîrvulescu Cristian
 Dabu Adelina
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We thank the volunteers team!

Angelescu Maria

Badea Anca

Bîră Paola

Boancă Bianca

Burian Bianca

Capisizu Cristina

Chiană Amelia

Ciofu Oana

Ciolan Emilia

Cioroianu Mara

Constanda Ioana

Corbeanu Andreea

Crîșmaru Raluca

Croitoru Cosmina

Diaconescu Corina

Dițu Ionuț

Dițulescu Daria

Dobre Elena

Draghici Iustina

Foaleș Teodora

Frumosu Amalia

Fulgheci Iulia

Ghiurcuța Cristian

Iancu Ana

Manea Izabela

Mărgărint Bianca

Mendea Maria

Mihai Andrei

Oancea Cristina

Ogreanu Dominique

Papagheorghe Atena

Pîslaru Antonia

Rizoiu Alexandra 

Rogoveanu Roxana

Szasz Adelina

Tanilian Irene

Vameșu Lauriana

Vătavu Teodora

Vintilă Iulia

Vișoiu Ioana
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EEA Grants
43%

Donations and sponsorships
20%

European Structural Funds
10%

The Federal Foreign Office of Germany
10%

OXFAM
9%

ERASMUS
7%

TOTAL:  2,377,600.41 LEI

Income from foreign exchanger
0.1%



We thank you for all the support we received up until
now. Over the past few years, we managed to build a
community – a community consisting of people that
believe in gender equality, that wish for women to be
safe and able to make their voices heard.

If you wish to further support FILIA’s activities and be
part of our community, we are eagerly waiting for
you. Whether you want to do volunteer work at our
office, help us online or provide us with pro bono
services, YOU play an important role for us. Together
with us you can develop your experience and you can
contribute to promoting and supporting women’s
rights and gender equality. Get involved and help us
make women’s voices heard!

In return to your support, we will also continue to
help the most vulnerable women, we will continue to
bring in the eyes of the public subjects concerning
feminism and women’s rights, and we will continue to
fight for your rights.

Unfortunately, we cannot fight this fight alone. Any
donation, no matter how small, helps us further in
making women’s voices heard.

You can help us through a single or recurring
DONATION or through a SPONSORSHIP:
 
Bank details 

Centrul FILIA, 
CIF 12991209 
RO98 BTRL RONC RT0P 9403 4903 
Str. Povernei, no. 6-8, Sector 1, Bucharest 

SUPPORT US!
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CONTACT DETAILS:

Office address: Povernei Street, nr. 6-8, Sector 1, Bucharest 

Mailing address: Decebal Boulevard nr. 14, Sector 3, Bucharest*

Phone: 021 313 8024

E-mail: office@centrulfilia.ro 

Website: www.centrulfilia.ro 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/centrul.filia/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/centrulfilia/ 

TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@centrulfilia

LinkedIn: https://ro.linkedin.com/company/centrulfilia

*please contact us for the full mailing address!

#WEMAKEWOMENSVOICESHEARD
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